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The exploration and use of SemanticWeb technologies have
attracted considerable attention from researchers examin-
ing data warehouse development. However, the impact of
this research and the maturity level of its results are still
unclear. The objective of this study is to examine recently
published research articles that take into account the use
of SemanticWeb technologies in the data warehouse arena
with the intention of summarizing their results, classifying
their contributions to the field according to publication type,
evaluating thematurity level of the results and identifying
future research challenges. Three main conclusions were
derived from this study: (a) There is a major technological
gap that inhibits the wide adoption of SemanticWeb tech-
nologies in thebusiness domain, (b) There is limited evidence
that the results of the analyzed studies are applicable and
transferable to industrial use, (c) Interest in researching the
relationship between data warehouses and SemanticWeb
has decreased because new paradigms, such as LinkedOpen
Data, have attracted the interest of researchers.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
To include externalWeb data in the traditional DataWarehouse systems (DWs), and the traditional On-Line Analytical
Processing (OLAP) processes, is a promising way for broadening traditional Business Intelligence (BI) analysis Abelló
et al. (2013). In the context of BI, a data warehouse is used to collect, organize and store subject-oriented, integrated,
time-variant and non-volatile data (Inmon, 1992). Traditionally, a DWhas been defined as a historical data repository
containing data collected from a wide variety of heterogeneous sources by means of Extraction-Transformation-
Loading (ETL) processes (Kimball and Ross, 2002). On the other hand, multi-dimensional processing, also called
On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP), is an approach for responding tomulti-dimensional analytical queries. Research
focusing onDWs andOLAP has led to the creation of important technologies for the design, administration and use of
information systems in decision-making support. Part of the interest in, and success of this field, can be attributed to the
demonstrated need for software and tools that help improve data analysis and administration. This is mainly due to the
large quantity of information that is being accumulated by corporations as well as scientific databases.
Traditional BI tools, such as OLAP, have been successfully applied to large amounts of data coming from operational
databases. However, there is a trend whereby DWs are becoming more and more dynamic, with updates occurring
almost in real-time, andwith the inclusion of more complex types of data (Henschen, 2015). This situation has forced
traditional BI to open its gates to external data in order to encompass amore heterogeneous and open analysis scenario
(Chen et al., 2012). Current research envisions that Semantic Web technologies are required for realizing the next
generation of DWs (Abelló et al., 2015), as an increasing quantity of semantically annotated data is available over the
Internet 1. To include SemanticWeb information in a traditional OLAP analysis process is therefore a promising way
to augment traditional BI analyses (Trujillo andMaté, 2012). The SemanticWeb is an extension of theWeb proposed
by theWorldWideWebConsortium 2. Its intended objective is to facilitate the creation of technologies that publish
legible data for informatic applications, which are implemented by adding semantic metadata and ontologies to the
Web (Shadbolt et al., 2006). In practical terms, the strength of the Semantic Web lies in its ability to aggregate the
semantic annotations ofWeb-published content so that the information can be effectively retrieved and processed,
either by humans or bymachines, for a wide variety of tasks (Hendler, 2001). The above is achieved through the use of a
diverse variety of software technologies, such as ontologies (Coral et al., 2006) andmarkup languages (e.g. RDF, OWL)
(Saha, 2007), which allow semantic annotations to be added to resources that can either be very simple, or very complex
annotations, depending on the requirements.
Although the SemanticWeb andDWs, in the context of BI applications, have gone in different research directions
over the last few years, some recent results show that the convergence of these two fields is not only inevitable but also
beneficial for both sides (Golfarelli et al., 2004; Lather, 2012). The exploration and use of SemanticWeb technology has
therefore attracted attention from researchers studying DWdevelopment (Berlanga et al., 2014; Golfarelli et al., 2004).
The concept of the Linked DataWeb has emerged as amechanism tomake all data (Klyne and Carroll, 2004) available
using the HTTP protocol, as happens with HTML documents (Bizer et al., 2009). LinkedOpen data has been introduced
as a promising paradigm for opening up data because it facilitates data integration on the Web (Bizer et al., 2009).
Similar to DataWarehousing approaches, LinkedOpenData can be prepared to enable sophisticated data analysis. As
one of themain problems of DWs is data integration, some researchers propose to use Data Exchange Standards like
RDF, to host structured content to publish DW content as Linked Data. In the business and enterprise domain there is
still a gap between conceptual approaches formodeling architectures for LinkedData, systems, datamodels, as well
as their implementation, operationalization and execution (Abramowicz et al., 2016). Additionally, businesses need
1http://linkeddata.org
2http://www.w3.org
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to overcome the inevitable tension between the value they traditionally assign to proprietary data, and the value of
opening up.
The proposals of the SemanticWeb andData Storage come from very different areas. Thus the studies that have
been published have approached the integration of these topics through varied perspectives. As the development of
these areas has advanced, there has been increased growth in the number of published reports and results. Hence,
summarizing and providing a general analysis of the integration of these topics is quickly becoming necessary. As a
result, it is difficult to know the current state of these proposals. Essentially, the impact of these research studies, as
well as the maturity level of their results, are still unclear. For example, classifying the scientific contributions made
on this topic is useful for researchers, as the topics that address the SemanticWeb and DataWarehouses have not
necessarily been developed in a relatedway. Indeed, each topic has its own separate conferences and journals. Providing
a general summary of the progress in integrating these two areas is therefore useful in summarizing and classifying
research as well as in establishing future research challenges. The Systematic Mapping Study is a secondary study
method that has recently attracted considerable attention (Petersen et al., 2008, 2015) largely because it offers a
specific way of systematically reviewing the literature in regards to a particular topic (Kitchenham, 2012). A systematic
map structures the type of research reports that have been realized, aswell as a categorization of their published results.
It usually delivers a visual summary - a map - of their results. A systematic map of the literature has been recommended
mainly for research areas with a lack of relevant primary studies, as is the case for the reported use of SemanticWeb
technologies in DWdevelopment. In recent years there has been an increase in the number of reports related to DWs
and the SemanticWeb that take into account methodological proposals and techniques, among others. This goes along
with the fact that these reports stem from a variety of research areas, such as Databases, Artificial Intelligence and
Natural Language Processing, and the fact that the relationship between the SemanticWeb andDWs is a problem of
current interest. Given themassive amount of existing information (i.e. Big Data) and its use on theWeb, it becomes
necessary to discern the type of research that is being conductedwith respect as to how SemanticWeb technologies
are being used in DWdevelopment. A systematic map allows for the categorization of the results and for a summary to
be presented graphically.
The objective of this study is to examine recently published research articles that consider the use of Semantic
Web technologies in DWdevelopment in the Business Domain. We conducted a systematic mapping study in order to
study the literature with the objectives of summarizing their results, evaluating thematurity level of those results and
identifying challenges for future research in this field. More specifically, we focused on the following research question:
What is the state of the recent research covering the use of SemanticWeb technology in DWdevelopment?. We expounded
upon the general objectives by examiningmore specific objectives, which were:
1. Synthesizing evidence in order to propose relevant suggestions for practical applications of SemanticWeb tech-
nologies in DWdevelopment.
2. Creating a classification for the published research onDWs and the SemanticWeb.
3. Identifying research trends, open problems and areas for improvement within a research body that considers both
DWs and the SemanticWeb together.
The rest of this article is structured in the followingmanner: Section 2 summarizes themotivation and contribution
of this paper. Section 3 offers a general methodology and the basis of the research focus. Section 4 presents the results
and a discussion of themain findings of the study. In addition, a review of some industrial tools and projects within the
broad topic of DWs and the SemanticWeb is provided. Section 5 presents the research challenges posed by this study.
Finally, section 8 offers the conclusions of the study and recommendations for future work.
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2 | MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION
Themain contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
1. The identification of themain proposals that use SemanticWeb technology in DWdevelopment.
2. The identification of the SemanticWeb technologies that are being used.
3. A classification framework for the contributions of scientific studies.
4. A discussion of the gaps identified in the articles reviewed.
5. An outline detailing future research challenges.
In accordance with Kitchenham et al. (2011), the contributions of a systematic map (as the one presented here ) are
addressed by the following people:
• Beginner researchers who are initiated in the use of the SemanticWeb in the development of DWs.
• Experienced researchers who may do so as qualitative reference work that saves time for subsequent studies,
provides an understanding of the existing literature on specific topics, and allows them to identify the need for
conducting additional research in specific areas. This is particularly important for highly multidisciplinary fields
such as the intersection between DWs and the SemanticWeb, where different subcommunities publish in different
publication venues, and even experienced researchers are not necessarily aware of all the facets and contributions
in the broader research field.
• Industrial actors who need a thorough introduction and overview of the research field of studywill find it useful.
A mapping study allows industry to get an overview of state-of-the-art innovations, and to identify trends and
clusters of research studies that are suitable and applicable for their particular business use, aiding communication
and knowledge transfer between academia and industry. Given the relative immaturity of research on the use of
SemanticWeb technologies in the development of DWs, and the rapidly changing technologies, the relevance for
industry cannot be overstated, since, for example, standards, tools, and case studies that are of particular interest
to industry are not yet sufficiently present in the literature.
3 | LITERATURE REVIEW METHOD
As a research areamatures, there is often a strong increase in the number of publications and research results. Thus
the need to summarize and provide general overviews of the topic of interest begins to becomemore relevant. The
method used in this research is a systematic mapping study, which provides amethodical and objective approach for
identifying the nature and extent of the empirical study data that is available to answer a particular research question
(Kitchenham et al., 2010). Systematic mapping aims to organize the research undertaken rather than to answer detailed
research questions (Kitchenham, 2012). Themain objective of a systematic mapping study is to provide a synthesis of
the research area and identify the quantity, the type of research and the available results. Indeed, it often becomes
necessary to visualize the frequency of publications over time in order to determine trends. We used ideas from da
Mota et al. daMota Silveira Neto et al. (2011) in order to use an extended systematic mapping process. This extended
process includes topics not covered by Petersen et al. (2008), such as: a protocol and a classification schema. Figure-1
depicts the systematic mapping process. The basic steps of the process are: definition of the protocol and the research
questions, execution of a search of relevant articles, filtration of articles, search of key concepts used in summaries
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F IGURE 1 The systematic mapping process.
and, finally, the extraction of data and the processes of mapping. Each process produces output. The final output of the
process is the systematic map.
The following sections describe the stages that were realized.
3.1 | First Phase: Research Definition
This section presents the first phase of themapping study process, in which the protocol and research questions are
defined.
3.1.1 | Protocol
In this study the purpose of the protocol is tomanage the research objectives, and to define clearly how they can be
achieved by defining the research questions and planning how the sources and selected studies will be used to respond
to these questions. We adopted this task from systematic review guidelines. The first activity in this study was to
develop a protocol, i.e. a strategy, defining the basic mapping study procedure.
3.1.2 | ResearchQuestions
The objectives of systematic mapping are reflected by the Research Questions (RQ). The research questions were framed
by four criteria:
• Population: The scientific literature that shows the relationship between the SemanticWeb andDWs.
• Study design: Describes the relationship with a focus on the study. In this case, it is defined as the use of Semantic
Web technologies in DWdevelopment.
• Intervention: Any study that shows some degree of SemanticWeb technology is used during some stage of the
DWdevelopment process, such as ETL or OLAP.
• Outcomes: This refers to the quantity and type of related evidence regarding Semantic Web technologies and
DWs, with particular interest in determining the degree of improvement on the DW development process as a
result of the use of SemanticWeb technologies.
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In this study, restrictions regarding specific outcomes were not considered. As it is necessary to obtain a wide view
of the entire area investigated basedmainly on the existence of references regarding the SemanticWeb andDWs, not
specific SemanticWeb technologies, the objective is to determine which technologies, defined as part of the Semantic
Web, are referenced and used by the research community. Table-1 shows the research questions, which correspond to
this study’s objectives and are in accordance with the standards indicated by Petersen et al. (2008).
In order to answer the research questions data was collected from the literature. This task, in general terms,
involves defining a search strategy, identifying data sources, selecting studies, and analyzing and synthesizing data.
TABLE 1 Definition of the research questions (Scope of the literature review).
ID Questions Objectives
RQ1 Where were the research studies pub-
lished?
To determine the place of a study’s publication (e.g. journals,
conferences, others). This makes it possible to know where
the publications are concentrated and, using that information,
determine thematurity level of their results.
RQ2 What SemanticWeb technologies are be-
ing used in DWdevelopment?
To determine the set of associated Semantic Web technolo-
gies that are being used in DW development. For example,
ontologies (as a concept) or some of its related languages, for
example, representation languages such as RDF and OWL,
query languages such as SPARQL, among others. The answer
to this question will make it possible to determine the most
commonly used technologies.
RQ3 During which stages in the DW develop-
ment process are these technologies be-
ing used?
To determine inwhich phases of theDWdevelopment process
a particular technology is being used. For example, Require-
ments, ETL, or OLAP. This makes it possible to determine the
area of greatest interest for researchers.
RQ4 What type of research study was con-
ducted?
To determine what type of study was performed in order to
show the use of SemanticWeb technology. For example, Ex-
periment, Case Study, Project Description, among others. This
allows the published studies to be categorized.
RQ5 Is there evidence of improvement due to
the use of SemanticWeb technology?
To determine if the evidence shows that the presented results
correspond to an improvement in the DWdevelopment pro-
cess. This allows the impact of the results onDWdevelopment
to be evaluated.
3.2 | Second Phase: Data Collection
In order to answer the research questions, data were collected from the research literature. This activity involved
conducting research and the screening of papers.
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3.2.1 | Conduct research
Conducting research involved developing a search strategy, and identifying data sources.
Search strategy The search strategy was developed through the review of the data needed to respond to each
research question. Primary studies were identified using search strings on scientific databases, or searchingmanually
through conference proceedings or publications in specialized journals. An initial set of keywords was refined after
a preliminary search that retrievedmany results of little relevance. Several combinations of search itemswere used
until an appropriate set of keywords was reached. The search chain consisted of Boolean expressions composed of key
words that described the stages of DWdevelopment. Table-2 shows the composition of the search string applied. Terms
within a row are connected by the operation “OR", while the different parts of the search string are connected by the
operator “AND" in order to improve result completeness. This results in the search string (( “Data Sources" OR “ETL" OR
“OLAP" OR “Analytics" AND (“DataWarehouse" OR “DataWarehousing ) AND (“SemanticWeb" OR “Linked Data") ))
TABLE 2 Table of Search Terms
No Terms
1 Data Sources, ETL, OLAP, Analytics
2 DataWarehouse, DataWarehousing
3 SemanticWeb, Linked Data
Data sources The search included important journals and related conferences with research topics related to Data
Warehousing and the SemanticWeb. The search was restricted to studies published between the years 2002 and 2017
in order to achieve wide coverage of the study area. This is due to the fact that several important problems in data
storage creation, which were identified years ago, are still considered unresolved problems (Nguyen et al., 2005).
The initial step was conducting a search using the terms previously described in 3.2, via digital library search
engines. Publications obtained from ScienceDirect, SCOPUS, IEEE Xplore, ACMDigital Library and Spring Tools were
considered. The second stepwas the search of international review journals with articles considered relevant, which
were published by IEEE, ACM, Elsevier and Springer, as they are considered high-level publication editors (McGregor,
2002). Conference proceedings were also searched. Where a conference displayed its proceedings on a published
website, this was also accessed. When the proceedings were not available on a conference website, a search was
conducted via the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography. The search for conference proceedings and journals produced
many results that had already been obtained through the digital library search. In this case, the last results were
discarded and only the first results were considered, given that these had already been included in the final list. After
the search was executed for conferences and journals using digital libraries and proceedings, it became possible to
identify which known publications - commonly referenced by other studies in this area, such as technical reports and
theses - had not been included in the resulting final list. It was therefore decided to include these as gray literature
entries. Gray literature is the term used to describematerials not commercially published or not indexed by themain
databases.
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3.2.2 | Screening of papers
The screening of papers involved selecting studies to analyze, and data analysis and synthesis.
Study Selection. The set of search strings was applied to the search engines, specifically in thosementioned in the
previous section. The criteria for inclusion and exclusionwere used to filter studies that were not relevant for answering
the research questions. Inclusion criteria were used to select all the studies during the search stage. Afterwards, the
criteria of exclusion weremainly applied to the titles of studies, and then to the summaries and conclusions. Regarding
the inclusion criteria, the studies were only considered if they included:
• DW development approaches that included semantic aspects. The summary of the study explicitly mentioned
the term SemanticWeb or semantics in the context of DWs. From the summary, the reviewer was able to deduce
that the focus of the research study was on using a SemanticWeb technology at some stage of DWdevelopment.
Studies were excluded if theymet the following criteria:
• Research focus unrelated to DWs. The article was outside the field of DWs.
• Research focus related to DWs but insufficient information regarding the Semantic Web. The Semantic Web
was not part of the contribution to the article and its termswere onlymentioned in the introductory sentence of
the summary.
• Research focus related to DWs but not related to the SemanticWeb or Linked Data. The article was within the
field of DWs, but the SemanticWeb or LinkedOpenData was not part of the contribution to the article.
• Duplicate studies. When the same study was published in different articles, only themost recent was included.
• The study had already been included from another source.
• The article was in a language other than English. All studies not written in English were filtered.
• Technical reports and theses. Given that they neither ensure an in-depth peer review, nor are widely validated by
the scientific community, technical reports and theses were excluded. In the case of theses, it was assumed that, if
they offered some contributions, these originated from other publications, explaining why they were excluded from
this study.
The selection of studies involved a process of analysis composed of three filters which were intended to select the
most appropriate results, as the probability of retrieving inappropriate studies would have been high. Figure-2 briefly
describes what was considered in each filter. Additionally, the figure presents the number of written pieces that were
obtained after the application of each filter.
Data extraction Themethod for data extraction was designed to extract all the information needed to answer the
research questions. The following information was extracted from each article: authors; source; conference/journal;
publication year; summary; a brief opinion regarding its strengths and weaknesses and the study’s objectives. It was decided
that when several studies were reported in the same paper, each relevant study would be treated separately. However,
this situation did not occur.
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F IGURE 2 Stages of the article selection process.
3.3 | Third Phase: Outcomes
This section describes the classification framework (or schema) used and the results of data extraction. Once the
framework was defined, the relevant studies were ordered according to the framework. The output of this stage is the
studymap, which is presented at the end of this section together with the discussion.
3.3.1 | Classification Schema
This study followed the systematic process shown in Figure-3. We used the idea proposed by Petersen et al. (2008) in
order to categorize studies in facets. In our case, we defined two facets. One facet examined the type of research, and
the other arranged the topic in terms of the research questions. The search for key concepts is one way of reducing the
time necessary to develop the classification schema, and ensure that the schema considers all articles. This search is
conducted in two steps. First, the reviewers read the article summaries. Then they look for keywords and concepts
that reflect the contribution of the article, and subsequently identify the research context. Once the above has been
completed a set of key words is obtained from different summaries, which are combined in order to achieve a high level
of understanding with respect to the nature and contribution of the article, in addition to its reported use of Semantic
Web technologies.
In this study, three aspects of interest were considered for each article: (i) the structure of the objective topic (i.e.
the use of SemanticWeb technologies in DW development); (ii) the names of the SemanticWeb technologies used,
which were derived from the list of key words, and (iii) the stage of DWdevelopment at which the said technology was
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F IGURE 3 Creation of the Classification Schema.
used. Next, a searchwas conducted for evidence of improvement of theDWdevelopment process, whichwas expressed
in terms of evaluations and/or validations of the results. For the first facet related to the type of research, analyzed
studies were categorized according to the classification of research proposed byWieringa et al. (2005), which was
used with the intention of determining the type of research proposed. This classification identified six types of articles,
defined as follows:
1. Research Evaluation Techniques are implemented in practice and an evaluation is conducted. This means that the
way in which the technique is implemented (implementation of the solution) is presented, as are the consequences
of the implementation in terms of its benefits and inconveniences (evaluation of the implementation). This also
includes identifying problemswithin industry.
2. Proposed Solution. A solution is proposed for the problem. The solution could be a new technique, or the extension
of an already existing one. The potential benefits and the applicability of the solution are shown through a small
example or a short, but effective argument.
3. Research Validation. The techniques researched are recent and have still not been implemented in practice. The
techniques used are, for example, experiments or, in other words, work performed in a laboratory.
4. Philosophical Study. These articles establish a newway of analyzing current topics of interest by structuring the
area in a taxonomic way or through a conceptual framework.
5. Opinion Articles. These articles express the personal opinion of someone with respect to whether a certain
technique is good or bad, or in regards to how it should be performed. These opinions are not based on related
studies or researchmethodologies.
6. Personal Experience Study. Articles based on personal experience that explain what and how something was done
in practice.
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3.4 | Results
In this section, we present the elements that were found through the analysis of the selected articles with the intention
of answering the research questions. The evidence obtained from the data extraction process is highlighted, as are the
particularities found. Prior to the above, a classification of the collected studies analyzed is included. The final list of
primary studies used in this study is shown in Table-5 and Table-6.
3.4.1 | Classification of the Studies
A classification of the obtained studies is presented below. The classification process was intended to determine
relevant aspects of the set of collected studies, particularly the primary studies that were ultimately selected. First, the
distribution by data sources (e.g. Journal, Conference, Book Chapters and others) is given. Next, the distribution of
articles according to the place theywere published is shown. Finally, the distribution of articles by publication year is
presented. At this point it is worth presenting amore complete view of the distribution of publications in order to better
characterize what has been published regarding the interrelationship between DWs and the SemanticWeb. Significant
numbers of studies were published in journals, followed by significant numbers of publications that were not submitted
for peer review, (e.g. technical reports, opinion articles) though they can still be found in someWeb search engines. The
above shows that attempts to address the topic have been based on the opinions of experts, or on studies that require
more development. Indeed, one can easily find a plethora of writings authored by consultants, technological companies,
and postgraduate students 3. Givenwhat was stipulated in section 3.2.2 as exclusion criteria - that a research article
must be published by high level editors (McGregor, 2002) - such studies were excluded from the final list, as is illustrated
in Figure-4. This presents a complete distribution of the studies and their place of publication. All of the publications
initially found, along with the results of applying the defined filters, were considered.
In terms of publication year, the analyzed studies covered a range of years beginning with the year 2000 up to the
year 2017. The distribution of primary studies by publication year is illustrated in Figure-5. According to the figure,
the publications analyzed first began to take into account the relationship betweenDWs and the SemanticWeb in the
year 2003. It was also evident that the area of the SemanticWebwas of considerable interest to researchers in 2009.
Interest in the SemanticWeb began in 2007 and peaked in 2009. Since that year, interest in the SemanticWeb has
decreased substantially. However, interest began to increase again in 2012, and subsequently declined between 2014
and 2017. In 2017, zero publications were presented showing relations between the process of building a DW and
the SemanticWeb. This is likely to be due to the fact that there is a growingmigration of interest fromDWs to Linked
Open Data. In 2016 there was some research work showing the relationship between DWs and Linked Open Data
(LOD). For instance, Ravat et al. (2016). The trend of DWdevelopment proposals employing SemanticWeb technologies
in the Business Domain has declined. Considering that the increase in the number of publications is an indicator of
interest within the scientific community regarding a particular topic, this result shows that the interest of the scientific
community has probably shifted to other related areas such as: LinkedOpenData (LOD) and Big Data, among others.
In fact LOD have become one of the most important sources of information, allowing the enhancement of business
analyses, based onwarehoused data, with external data. However, DWs do not directly cooperate with LOD datasets
because of the differences between data models. Moreover, in the Business domain, companies need to overcome
the inevitable tension between the value they traditionally assign to proprietary data, and the value of opening up
to be able to adopt LOD for sophisticated data analysis. Thus an important challenge is to determine how effective a
particular solution for building a DW, based on SemanticWeb technologies has been, as well as evaluating its impact on
3(e.g. http://www.dataversity.net/down-with-the-data-warehouse-long-live-the-semantic-data-warehouse/)
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F IGURE 4 Place of Study Publication For All Filters.
the industry, if it has been implemented.
F IGURE 5 Primary source distribution by publication year.
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3.4.2 | ResearchQuestions
RQ1 -Wherewere the research studies published?
The 41 publications analyzed and published between the years 2002 and 2017, were distributed as follows: 24were
published in journals, 13 were published in conference proceedings, and 4were published as book chapters.
Figure-6 presents a map of the distribution of publication place and year. The results revealed that the highest
number of studies was concentrated in journals, with the year 2015 having the highest number of all.
F IGURE 6 Distributionmap of primary studies by publication venue and year.
RQ2 -What SemanticWeb technologies are being used in DWdevelopment?
The analysis of the primary studies found twomain types of SemanticWeb technologies that were used in data storage
development:
(a) ontologies and vocabularies; and (b) languages for representing ontologies
In the primary studies examined, the individual and combined use of these Semantic Web technologies were
reported. Some studies refers only to ontologies as a concept and others used ontologies along with a language such as
RDF orOWL. The attention of most researchers was concentrated on the use of ontologies, and subsequently on the
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use of theOWL together with the ontologies. The primary studies that used ontologies included: Priebe and Pernul
(2003), Sell et al. (2005), Skoutas and Simitsis (2006), Skoutas and Simitsis (2007), Niemi et al. (2007), Nazri et al. (2008),
Salguero et al. (2008a), Sell et al. (2008), Diamantini and Potena (2008), Salguero et al. (2008b), Spahn et al. (2008),
Skoutas et al. (2009), Niinimäki andNiemi (2009), Nebot et al. (2009), Simitsis et al. (2010), Romero and Abelló (2010),
Khouri and Ladjel (2010), Jiang et al. (2010), Romero et al. (2011), Bergamaschi et al. (2011), Martin et al. (2011),
Nebot and Berlanga (2012), Selma et al. (2012), Sell et al. (2012), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2012), Thenmozhi and
Vivekanandan (2013), Ali et al. (2013), Khouri et al. (2014), Elamin and Feki (2014), Talebzadeh et al. (2014), Ramasamy
and Palanivel (2014), Samuel (2014), El Sarraj et al. (2014), Di et al. (2015), Abelló et al. (2015), Lamolle et al. (2015) and
Steiner et al. (2015).
Themain objective of the analyzed studies was tomap data through an ontology in order tomanage unstructured,
or slightly structured data. Some approaches assumed that an ontology is easily constructed, in the event that it was not
provided in advance. However, in many cases finding an appropriate ontology for a specific domain is not a trivial task.
RQ3 -Duringwhat stages in the DWdevelopment process are these technologies being used?
The analysis of the primary studies revealed four stages of DWdevelopment: a) Data acquisition; b) Transformation
and loading; c) Data integration; d) Data Access, that werementioned in the primary studies, as illustrated in Figure-7.
All of the primary studies considered at least one stage of DWdevelopment. From the studies, two approaches were
identified. One focused on the automation ofmulti-dimensional design based on the use of ontologies. For example,
Niinimäki and Niemi (2009) used ontologies to populate OLAP cubes. The other approach examined methods that
focused on analyzing large amounts of Semantic Web data. For instance, Nebot and Berlanga (2012) proposed a
semi-automated method for the extraction of semantic data, and for storing it in a multi-dimensional database, for
analysis using traditional OLAP techniques. Figure-7 shows that themajority of primary studies are concentrated in the
stage of Transformation and Loading, and in the use of ontologies, rather than in the use of some language such as RDF
orOWL.
Studies that focused on the stage of Transformation and Loading and the use of ontologies included: Skoutas and
Simitsis (2006), Skoutas and Simitsis (2007), Nazri et al. (2008), Salguero et al. (2008a), Sell et al. (2008), Salguero et al.
(2008b), Spahn et al. (2008), Skoutas et al. (2009), Niinimäki and Niemi (2009), Simitsis et al. (2010), Jiang et al. (2010),
Romero et al. (2011), Bergamaschi et al. (2011), Martin et al. (2011), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2012), Ali et al.
(2013), Elamin and Feki (2014), Ramasamy and Palanivel (2014), Samuel (2014), Di et al. (2015), Steiner et al. (2015),
Ravat et al. (2016), and Nebot and Berlanga (2016).
The following primary studies focused on the stage of Transformation and Loading, the use of ontologies and some
language, such as RDF orOWL:
Skoutas and Simitsis (2006), Skoutas and Simitsis (2007), Nazri et al. (2008), Salguero et al. (2008a), Salguero et al.
(2008b), Niinimäki and Niemi (2009), Simitsis et al. (2010), Romero et al. (2011), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2012)
Steiner et al. (2015), Ravat et al. (2016), and Nebot and Berlanga (2016).
RQ4 -What type of research studywas conducted?
The classification of research approaches proposed byWieringa et al. (2005) was used to relate the type of research
approach of a particular study to Semantic Web technologies. The greatest number of articles concentrated on
"solution proposal" approaches, followed by "research evaluation." The systematic search did not find any articles
that documented experiences with respect to industrial applications of SemanticWeb technologies. Thus this area
represents an important challenge for future research. Examples of primary studies that show the relationship between
solution proposals and the use of ontologies included: Priebe and Pernul (2003), Sell et al. (2005), Skoutas and Simitsis
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F IGURE 7 Visualization of a systematic map relating the stages of DWdevelopment to SemanticWeb technologies
using a bubble chart.
(2007), Niemi et al. (2007), Salguero et al. (2008a), Sell et al. (2008), Diamantini and Potena (2008), Salguero et al.
(2008b), Spahn et al. (2008), Skoutas et al. (2009), Niinimäki andNiemi (2009), Simitsis et al. (2010), Khouri and Ladjel
(2010), Jiang et al. (2010), Bergamaschi et al. (2011),Martin et al. (2011), Selma et al. (2012), Sell et al. (2012), Thenmozhi
and Vivekanandan (2012), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2013), Elamin and Feki (2014), Talebzadeh et al. (2014),
Ramasamy and Palanivel (2014), Samuel (2014), El Sarraj et al. (2014) and Di et al. (2015). Primary studies that showed
the relationship between solution proposals, the use of ontologies and a language included: Niemi et al. (2007), Khouri
and Ladjel (2010), Selma et al. (2012), Sell et al. (2012), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2013) Talebzadeh et al. (2014) ,
Ravat et al. (2016), andNebot and Berlanga (2016). The results of the classification are presented in Figure-8, which
presents a summary of the type of article alongside the use of SemanticWeb technologies.
RQ5 - Is there evidence of improvement due to the use of SemanticWeb technology?
In order to analyze the evidence of improvement presented in primary studies, the classification framework proposed by
Shaw (2003) was used. This framework classifies a) the type of research results and b) the validation type found in the
studies. The classification by type of research results, as well as validation type, allowed the evidence of improvement
resulting from the use of SemanticWeb technologies to be evaluated objectively. On one side, it can be established that
the type of result (ranging from themost formal to the least formal), and the validation type (ranging from a formally
validated result to a simple declaration of improvements), both constitute evidence of a proposal’s value. For example,
if the proposal was a report in which only declarations of improvements weremade, it was not considered to contain
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F IGURE 8 Visualization of a systematic map relating article type to the use of SemanticWeb technologies using a
bubble chart.
evidence of improvement according to this framework. In contrast, if the proposal presentedwas a rigorous analysis of a
formal or empirical model, its results were considered to show valid evidence of improvement. In addition to the above,
the text of each study when analyzed was searched for some explicit mention of the results indicating an improvement
due to the use of SemanticWeb technologies. Research results may include procedures or techniques for development
or analysis; models that generalize examples, specific tools, or solutions for particular systems. Table-3 describes the
type of research results that were reported in the studies analyzed, which were classified according to the framework
proposed by Shaw (2003).
For the type of result, the greatest concentration of primary studies was found in the RI-6 category (Specific
Solution). This is shown in Figure-9. This means that themajority of examined proposals responded to specific solutions,
or implementations of a prototype that used some type of SemanticWeb technology. On the other hand, the research
studies also used different classes of evidence to support their results. Thus it is necessary to select a form of validation
that is appropriate for the type of result and the methods used to obtain the result. For example, a formal model
should be supported by rigorous testing and not by examples of use. Table-4 presents the possible evidence (validation)
types found using the framework proposed by Shaw (2003). Among the primary studies analyzed, themost common
validation types were RV-2 (Evaluation) and RV-4 (Example). This is shown in Figure-10. In the case of validation type
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TABLE 3 Types of Research Results. Shaw Shaw (2003).
ID Type of Results Example
RI-1 Procedure or Technique newor betterways of realizing a given task, such as design, implementation,
maintenance, measurement, evaluation or selection of alternatives.
RI-2 Qualitative or Descriptive
Model
Taxonomic structure for a problem area; architectural style, framework or
design pattern; analysis of an informal domain, checklist or well-argued
generalizations.
RI-3 Empirical Model Predictive, empirical model based on observed data.
RI-4 Analytical Model Structural model that permit formal analysis or automatedmanipulation.
RI-5 Notation or Tool Software tool that implements a technique or a formal language to support
a technique ormodel.
RI-6 Specific Solution, Prototype,
Response or Judgment
Solution to a problem that shows the application of some principles - such
as design, prototype or complete implementation and careful analysis of
a system or its development, resulting in a specific analysis, evaluation or
comparison.
RI-7 Report Interesting observations. Golden rules. It is not sufficiently general or
systematic to be considered a descriptivemodel.
F IGURE 9 Type of research results.
RV-2 (Evaluation), the authors created a proposal and then evaluated the obtained results. For validation type RV-4
(Example), the authors presented a description of how aWeb technology is used and then applied it to an example. The
results of the systematic map on this topic are illustrated in Figure-11.
Regarding the systematic map of the relationship between the type of result and validation type, themajority of pri-
mary studies focused on specific proposals, or solution prototypes inwhichwell-argued frameworks and generalizations
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TABLE 4 Validation Type. Shaw (2003)
ID Validation Type Example
RV-1 Analysis Provides a rigorous analysis of a formal model, empirical model or controlled ex-
periment with rigorous testing, data in controlled situations, or experiments with
abundant and significant statistical results, respectively.
RV-2 Evaluation Includes studies of feasibility, pilot projects for descriptive, qualitative or empirical
models.
RV-3 Experience The results have been used in real examples and the evidence of their effective-
ness, usefulness and accuracy is given by qualitative, empirical models, tools or
techniques through narrative descriptions, statistical data or predictions that fit
the current data.
RV-4 Example Example of a given technique or procedure is used. A fragment of reality (simplified
example of reality) can be convincing especially if it is accompanied by an expla-
nation of why this simplified example retains the essence of the problem being
solved. Small examples or examples found in books often fail to provide convincing
validations (except for standard examples used asmodel problems in the area).
RV-5 Persuasion Validation only by persuasionmakes it difficult to consider an article as research
study.
RV-6 Brazen assertion No serious attempt is made to evaluate the results.
were proposed. Such studies were considered evaluations of the proposal. Studies that proposed specific solutions
and evaluated their proposals included: Skoutas and Simitsis (2007), Spahn et al. (2008), Niinimäki andNiemi (2009),
Romero and Abelló (2010), Jiang et al. (2010), Romero et al. (2011), Selma et al. (2012), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan
(2012), Etcheverry and Vaisman (2012), Samuel (2014), Lamolle et al. (2015), Nebot and Berlanga (2016) and Ravat
et al. (2016). Studies that proposed specific solutions that were evaluated using an example included: Skoutas and
Simitsis (2006), Niemi et al. (2007), Nazri et al. (2008), Salguero et al. (2008a), Sell et al. (2008), Salguero et al. (2008b),
Bergamaschi et al. (2011), Martin et al. (2011), Sell et al. (2012), Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2013), Ali et al. (2013),
Khouri et al. (2014), Elamin and Feki (2014), Talebzadeh et al. (2014), El Sarraj et al. (2014), Di et al. (2015), and Steiner
et al. (2015). The analyzed studies did not show evidence of comparisons beingmade to other similar proposals. As a
result, it is not possible to determine if the results obtainedwere better in comparison to the results of similar proposals.
4 | ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Of the results described in Section 3.3, the following elements stood out:
1. The most commonly used Semantic Web technologies to build DWs in the Business Domain were ontologies
and markup languages, such as RDF or OWL. However, the use of ontologies, and the markup languages, has
been limited to representing terms and improvingmodel equivalence as well as specifying registry structures for
databases, according to the analysis of the studies. There were no uses that showed greater complexity than the
representation of conceptualizations that describe aspects of DWdomain information. Such an approachwould
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F IGURE 10 Validation Type.
enable, for example, the creation of recommendations that support the DWdevelopment process.
2. A total of 58% of the primary studies analyzed were published in journals, which indicates a higher degree of
maturity among these proposals. This can be explained by the fact that both DWdevelopment and the Semantic
Web are areas that have shown important advances and growth in their maturity levels over the time period
examined. Thus the combination of both areas in one proposal assumes a higher maturity level.
3. Of the primary studies analyzed, there is a lack of sufficient evidence showing that the results of the studies had
been transferred successfully to industry. Themajority of studies analyzed proposed solutions intended to improve
certain aspects of DWdevelopment. However, concrete support elements were not derived from these studies,
such as standardizedmodels or publicly available tools.
4. The results indicate an increasing lack of interest in applying Semantic Web tools to DW development. Unfor-
tunately, there is also no evidence of mature solutions being transferred to industry. There are two possible
explanations for the above: 1) The topic stopped being of interest to researchers or 2) New topics of interest are
attracting the attention of researchers. We believe that the second option is themore viable, as the emergence of
new topics such as: LinkedOpenData, Cloud Computing, Big Data and Cognitive Computing, among others, have
caused the focus of researchers to become centered on other topics of current interest, such as: security, cloud
computing, efficient processing and newWeb architectures, and so on. Since LinkedOpenData has attracted the in-
terest of researchers, it seems the SemanticWeb community continues to develop the field (i.e. tools, technologies)
by following the LinkedData approach.
5. Considering that some SemanticWeb technologies were present (e.g. ontologies andmarkup languages) in the
analyzed studies, it is clear that there is a need for greater development of the semantic aspects ofDWdevelopment.
The creation of metamodels, the inclusion of semantic rules that support DWdevelopment and the intensive use of
natural language, are fundamental to improving aspects of DW creation. A combination of BI technologies with the
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F IGURE 11 Visualization of a systematic map relating the type of result to the validation type using a bubble chart.
SemanticWebwill both enhance BI analysis with web data, and allow the analyzing of SemanticWeb data through
BI tools. In fact, business can get benefits by using SemanticWeb technologies for data analytics, data integration,
and knowledge discovery. However, combining BI with the SemanticWeb is not a trivial task due to the scalability,
complexity and heterogeneity of SemanticWeb data.
Currently, a DW is widely used as a consistent and integrated data repository in BI systems. According to Ravat
et al. (2016), additional information coming from outside an organization, mostly found on theWeb, should also be
included in analyses to providemultiple perspectives for decision-makers, within today’s highly competitive business
context. LinkedOpenData has been introduced as a promising paradigm, based on the SemanticWeb, for opening up
data which integrates published datasets, because it facilitates data integration on theWeb (Bizer et al., 2009). Similar
to DataWarehousing approaches, LinkedOpenData can be prepared to enable sophisticated data analysis. In 2015, the
report entitled: Gartner’ s Hype Cycle for Enterprise InformationManagement, 2015 4 has put Linked Data into the trough
of disillusionment stage. According to Garner’s Hype Cycle ResearchMethodology the phase Trough of Disillusionment
is one of five key phases of a technology’s life cycle, which is defined as follows: "Trough of Disillusionment: Interest
dies out as experiments and implementations fail to deliver. Producers of the technology shake out or fail. Investments
4https://www.gartner.com/doc/3096424/hype-cycle-enterprise-information-management
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continue only if the surviving providers improve their products to the satisfaction of early adopters".5 Some issues that
impede its adoption in the business domain are: (i) Cost-benefits trade off. Businesses are not clear on how to get benefits,
value, and extra earnings from adopting LinkedOpenData. One problem to overcome is the tension between the value
they traditionally assign to proprietary data, and the value of opening up. (ii) Reliability and Data quality.Over the last few
years, Linked Data has developed into a large number of datasets, with open access from several domains leading to the
linking open data (LOD) cloud. Similar to other types of information such as structured data, LinkedData suffers from
quality problems such as inconsistency, inaccuracy, being out-of-date, and incompleteness, which are frequent, and
imply serious limitations to the full exploitation of such data. (iii)High computational costs for queries. To get information
from the global Web of data, the query language SPARQL is used. The problem is that queries can require jumping
from one server to another. Thus joint operations can bemore costly than in the relational data base (iv) Complexity
and heterogeneity of the technologies. Currently there aremany different and complex semantic technologies such as
frameworks, RDF, Turtle, Microdata, language query, amongst others. New technologies will appear, and some others
will survive. The challenge is, therefore, how to use and integrate them.
In 2017, Gartner’ s Hype Cycle for Analytics and Business Intelligence 6 classified Logical DataWarehouse as a
future useful technology for BI. Logical DataWarehouse is defined as an architectural layer that sits at the top the usual
data warehouse (DW) store of persisting data. The logical data warehouse complements the traditional core warehouse
(and its primary function of a priori data aggregation, transformation, and persistence) with functions that fetch and
transform data, in real time (or near to it), thereby instantiating non-persistent data structures, as needed.
4.1 | Main findings of the study
Given the above, three important challenges can be identified regarding the use of SemanticWeb technologies in DW
development in the BI domain.
1. New uses and applications based on ontologies. Using ontologies to represent information aspects and not just
terminological expressions, allows for greater capabilities to be included in applications by creating tools with
greater capacities, such as advisers and intelligent assistance systems to be used in DWdevelopment.
2. Measuring solution effectiveness and impact. Another important challenge is in determining how effective Se-
manticWeb-based technologies have been, andwhat their impact has been on industry. This is important, as the
ultimate objective of research in this field should be aimed at advancing existing knowledge in order to be able to
apply these advances to industry. Aspects of cost, performance, quality assurance and DWdesign approaches have
not been extensively considered.
3. Inclusion of semantic aspects in addressing new paradigms. Another important challenge is to consider semantic
elements in remedying current difficulties in DWdevelopment and other technological challenges. For example, the
minimal use of software tools for ETL opens a space for creating new tools, or improving existing oneswith semantic
aspects. In the sameway, the emergence of Cloud Computing and Big Data involves assuming new considerations
in DWdesign, which could be supported with tools or SemanticWeb-based technologies.
5https://www.gartner.com/technology/research/methodologies/hype-cycle.jsp
6https://www.gartner.com/doc/3096424/hype-cycle-enterprise-information-management
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4.2 | Review of Industrial Projects
This section reviews some industrial tools and projects within the broad topic of DWs and the SemanticWeb. First, we
review briefly some existing industrial tools, and thenwe focus on reviewing industrial projects.
Unfortunately, research on the intersection betweenDWs and the SemanticWeb has notmoved towards industrial
tools (Abelló et al., 2015). Apart from software that provides functionality to derive LinkedData fromexisting databases,
such as Virtuoso7 (from OpenLink vendor) or Apache Jena8, there are few industrial tools that fully consider the
potential of the SemanticWeb together with DWs. Interestingly, most of them areOLAP tools, such as TARGITDecision
Suite (Middelfart and Pedersen, 2011) 9 which uses extended semantics to extend the traditional multidimensional
model with semantic associations between measures and dimensions; or the OpenCube Toolkit (Kalampokis et al.,
2014) 10 which provides facilities for analysing RDFdata asmultidimensional cubes. On the other hand, graph databases
(such as GraphDB from OntoText11) have emerged as important tools for exploring how interlinking data could be
useful in developing a new generation of DWs that unleashes the potential of unstructured data, and for inferring new
knowledge. The graph paradigm differs from other database models that make it interesting for enterprises, since
it naturally model real-world concepts and relations according to Bryce Merkl Sasaki12. Furthermore, the growing
prevalence of graph databases in the industrial andmarketing arenas will require considering this paradigm as a driving
force for storing and analyzing data. Consequently, approaches that use graph databases in the development of data
warehouses, and specifically, those considering enterprise knowledge graphs, are amust. In fact, a Forrester Research
survey13, states that “51 percent of global data and analytics technology decision makers either are implementing,
have already implemented, or are upgrading their graph databases.”. According to Yu Xu14, which is the founder and
CEO of TigerGraph, theworld’s first native parallel graph database, graph databases (i) are simple and providemore
natural data modelling, (ii) provide better, faster queries and analytics, as well as (iii) support flexibility for evolving data
structures. These key benefits of graph databasesmight benefit the building of data warehouses.
Finally, we have to highlight DWs for Linked Data such as CM-Well (Bennett et al., 2017) from Thomson-Reuters15
that allows a company tomanage large volumes of linked data and to warehouse its knowledge graph.
Importantly, some efforts have beenmade in research projects, e.g. as funded by the European Union. We have
conducted a search of projects on DWs and the SemanticWeb in the search engine provided by CORDIS (Community
Research andDevelopment Information Service, which is the European Commission’s primary public repository and
portal for disseminating information on all EU-funded research projects and their results)16. We have found the
following projects:
• GeoKnow17: this project aims tomake theWebadata source for geospatial knowledge, i.e.,moving fromGeographic
Information Systems (GIS) to aWeb of interlinkedGeographic Knowledge Systems (GKS). GeoKnow focuses on
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integration.
• SEEK18: this project aims to enrich semantically trajectory knowledge discovery, i.e., taking advantage of data col-
lected from personal devices such as mobile phones and other location-aware devices. SEEK focuses on extracting
behavioral patterns through a knowledge discovery process, where positioning data collected frommobile devices
are first transformed into semantically enriched trajectory data, and then stored in a data warehouse and analysed
with OLAP operations that allow the summarization of the trajectory features.
• OpenCube19: this project focuses on processing RDF data as OLAP cubes, i.e., multidimensional data represented
as RDF and structured according to the RDFData Cube ontology.
5 | RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Designing a DW is a complex task that often forces designers to acquire wide knowledge of the domain, thus requiring
a high level of expertise and so becoming a prone-to-fail task. Taking into consideration the results of our systematic
mapping, in the following section our findings and experience are combined with some proposed solutions for the issues
that have been discovered in the systematic mapping. Importantly, based on our experience, we have detected a set of
situations in which we believe that the use of some kind of SemanticWeb technology will improve the design of DWs.
Themain focus of research using SemanticWeb technologies in the development of DWs is in the development of
ETL processes, as stated in our systematic mapping, however there are other important challenges in which Semantic
Web technologies may formalize the use of specific-domain knowledge for data warehousing, namely:
• Reusing expert knowledge from different domains.
• Enriching specificmetadata by completing definitions and annotating their semantics.
• Enablingmetadata interchange among repositories.
• Populating the designed databases from public data sources.
• Empowering data integration, and analysis.
• Automatizing reasoning onmetadata.
• Validating data instances andmodels.
Other more elaborated proposals for using SemanticWeb Technologies in the development of DWs are described
in the following points:
• Reconciling information requirements and data sources. Due to the special idiosyncrasy of DWs, it should not
only be the information requirements of decision makers that are considered for multidimensional design, but
also a second driving force: data sources, which need to be reconciled with those information requirements.
Requirements analysis for multidimensional modelling aims to elicit the information needs of decisionmakers in
order to deploy a DW that will satisfy their expectations. Furthermore, internal and external data sources should
be taken into account andmatchedwith information requirements, since these data will populate the DW. To do
so, SemanticWeb technologies can be used to match formally the data sources with information requirements
in the early stages of development, in order to make the not-so-obvious correspondence between information
requirements and their counterparts in data sources. However, according to our systematic mapping, these topics
18http://www.seek-project.eu
19http://opencube-project.eu/
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have not been investigated so far, andmore research is required.
• Incompleteness in multidimensional models. SemanticWeb technologies may enrich amultidimensional model
in aspects that have not been taken into account during requirement analysis or reconciliation of data sources.
For example, “public” Linked Open Data sources can be used to complete the unsupported elements within a
dimension hierarchy. Moreover, taxonomies such as the Computing Classification System (CCS20) can be also
used as additional data sources for designingmultidimensional models. CSS provides a classification for topics on
computations that can be, and usually is, used for classifying computer literature. For instance, there is a taxonomy
for Information Systems (H) where, e.g., DatabaseManagement (H.2) topics are classified. This taxonomy can also
be used for completing aggregation hierarchies, whenever a DW requires a dimension on computer-related topics.
• Data types of measures of DWs. Measures of analysis described in DWs bymultidimensional models in fact do not
aid either designers or end-users to gather important details, such as their units or scale. Therefore, more research
in the semantic description of measures in multidimensional models (addition of units, magnitudes, scales etc.)
should be conducted in order to aid designers to annotate the identifiedmeasures.
• Semantic-aware summarizability. DWs use statistic functions to aggregatemeasures to provide data analysis.The
application of aggregation functions depends on which sort of measure and aggregation criteria are involved
according to the compatibility given by some additivity constraints. In particular, type compatibility states the
compatibility of category attributes (aggregation levels), summary attributes (measures) and statistical functions
(aggregation functions). Some taxonomies of measure hae been proposed to deal with this compatibility, such as
those in Lenz and Shoshani (1997) wheremeasure can be classified as either a “flow”, a “stock”, or a “value-per-unit”.
However, the proposed taxonomies for dealing with summarizability constraints lack a wider consideration of
semantics. This means that designers do not have the necessary knowledge for working out what really is a given
piece of information and thus, which constraints should be held. More research is required on this topic, to gain
knowledge for a better understanding of the very nature of summarizability constraints, and of being able to
understandwhy, when, and how to hold them.
• Semantically-traceable models. Mapping frommultidimensional models to relational models is accomplished by
structural matching. Since structure and semantics are closely related, whenever structure is manually changed,
the source semantics are lost.
Automatic model transformations for the deployment of DWs aremanagedwith themanual transformations that
software engineersmake, i.e., modifying the current label of amodeling element, removing some data, relating some
elements, and so on. Traceability is themechanism for propagating changes in a transformation chain, taking into
account only the changes and not entire models. It solves the problemwhenever automatic transformations are
involved. However, modifying the label implies changing its semantics, or even worse, losing its meaning because of
the misuse of semantics. This fact is easily shown in data sources where a data itemmay be labelled in a cryptic
form (s0702) fromwhich its semantics cannot be inferred (the sales from 2007 to 2009). Therefore more research
on this topic will define novel approaches for using SemanticWeb technologies, that may solve this drawback in the
development of DWs by having semantically annotatedmultidimensional models.
6 | LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Some concerns regarding the validity of our study are presented below:
20http://portal.acm.org/ccs.cfm?part=author&coll=portal&dl=GUIDE
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• Consideration of Synonyms. The terms used in the search string could have synonyms. As a result, it is possible that
the search passed over some studies. On occasion, authors may only mention the term Semantics, without alluding
to the SemanticWeb, or use some particular technology of the SemanticWeb, without making it explicit.
• Quality of the Evaluation. The quality of the selection and evaluation of the studies, as well as the weighting factor
used to quantify each, could have failed to appropriately represent the importance of the selected sets.In order to
mitigate this problem the quality attributes were grouped into sub-sets in order to facilitate future classifications
and improve the selections.
7 | RELATED WORK
Several studies have focused on automating multidimensional design using semantic web artifacts such as existing
ontologies. Some surveys have been published focusing on the above issue. For instance: Abello et al. (2015) goes
on to survey the use of Semantic Web technologies for data modeling and data provisioning, including semantic
data annotation and semantic-aware extract, transform, and load (ETL) processes. A characterization of DW/OLAP
environments is presented, followed by an introduction to the relevant Semantic Web foundation concepts. The
study describes the relationship of multidimensional (MD) models and Semantic Web technologies, including the
relationship betweenMDmodels and SemanticWeb formalisms. Wache et al. (2001) reviews the use on ontologies for
the integration of heterogeneous information sources. Based on an in-depth evaluation of existing approaches to this
problem. They discuss how ontologies are used to support the integration task. Chakraborty et al. (2017) present a
survey of research in the area of data integration using ETL approaches including some semantic issues. The objective
of this survey paper is to deliver a review of current approaches to data integration, various ETL tools that are already in
use, linked data generation techniques, semantic-based approaches to ETL and data integration.
Although the above studies present a survey of research, they do not identify, appraise or synthesize research
evidence from individual studies based on a strict protocol in order to summarize their results.
8 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The main motivation for this study was to investigate the current status of Semantic Web technology use in DW
development. It was conducted using a Systematic Mapping process, a useful technique for identifying the areas
where there is sufficient information to describe the current state of research, as well as those areas that require
more information. Through this work, we determined the existence of two lines of study. The first focused on the
automation of multi-dimensional design based on the use of ontologies, and the other examinedmethods that focus on
analyzing large amounts of SemanticWeb data. Additionally, we identified that the proposals for the use of Semantic
Web technologies addressed all stages of DWdevelopment. However, some important aspects were not considered
and, when they were considered, only a brief reviewwas provided. For example, aspects such as cost and performance
were barely discussed. In relation to the experiences of implementation in industry, we found that such experiences
were very limited. Many of the cases discussed in the examined studies describe small projects, with results obtained
in specific applications, which makes their reproduction in other contexts impractical due to a lack of details. This
underscores the necessity of experimenting withmore approaches that use SemanticWeb technologies in industry,
rather than in academia. Research on the intersection betweenDWs and the SemanticWeb has notmoved towards
industrial tools. Some concerns regarding the validity of our study are presented below: (i) Quality of the Evaluation.
The quality of the selection and evaluation of the studies, as well as the weighting factor used to quantify each, may
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have failed to represent appropriately the importance of the selected sets.In order tomitigate this problem, the quality
attributes were grouped into sub-sets to facilitate future classifications, and improve the selections. (i) Consideration of
Synonyms. The terms used in the search string may have synonyms. As a result, it is possible that the search passed over
some studies. On occasion, authors may only mention the term Semantics, without alluding to the SemanticWeb, or use
some particular technology of the SemanticWeb, without making it explicit.
This study identified that the interest in SemanticWeb technologies in the development of DWs in the business
domain steadily decreased after the year 2012, and that the year of greatest interest was 2009. However, interest
began to increase again in 2012, and subsequently declined from 2014 to 2017. This is likely to be due to the fact
that there is a growing migration of interest from DWs to Linked Open Data and/or Logical Data Warehouse. This
systematic map highlights some aspects that require greater research, such as aspects regarding cost, performance,
quality assurance andDWdesign approaches that consider new technologies. Also, since the use of graph databases
in the industrial and marketing arenas is increasing, it is reasonable to think that this technology might benefit the
building of data warehouses in several key issues not only for datamodeling but also for other complex issues, such as
the consideration of knowledge graphs for evolving data warehouse design or analytic graphs for using advanced data
analysis algebra. In our future work, we plan to combine the evidence identified in this study and industrial projects, in
order to define hypotheses and theories that will form the basis for the design of newmethods, processes and tools to
integrate SemanticWeb technologies into the DWdevelopment process.
9 | BEYOND SYSTEMATIC MAPPING
This section provides a description of each research article analyzed in the study. Table-5 and Table-6 present the list of
analyzed studies. Table-7 to Table-13 present the summary and the contributions of each research article analyzed in
the study.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to examine recently published research
articles that take into account the use of SemanticWeb technologies
in data warehouse development with the intention of summarizing
their results, classifying their contributions to the field according
to publication type, evaluating the maturity level of the results and
identifying future research challenges.
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TABLE 5 Summary of analyzed studies.
ID Study Title Year Source
P01 Towards integrative enterprise knowledge portals 2003 (Priebe and Pernul, 2003)
P02 Adding semantics to business intelligence 2005 Sell et al. (2005)
P03 Designing ETL processes using semantic web technologies 2006 Skoutas and Simitsis (2006)
P04 The process ofmetadatamodelling in industrial DataWare-
house environments
2007 Jossen andDittrich (2007)
P05 Ontology-based conceptual design of ETL processes for
both structured and semi-structured data
2007 Skoutas and Simitsis (2007)
P06 Ontologies with semantic web/grid in data integration for
olap
2007 Niemi et al. (2007)
P07 Automatic DataWarehouse Conceptual Design 2008 Nazri et al. (2008)
P08 Ontology based framework for data integration 2008 Salguero et al. (2008a)
P09 SBI: a semantic framework to support business intelligence 2008 Sell et al. (2008)
P10 Diamantini adn Potena 2008 Diamantini and Potena (2008)
P11 Spatio-temporal ontology basedmodel forDataWarehous-
ing
2008 Salguero et al. (2008b)
P12 Supporting business intelligence by providing ontology-
based end-user information self-service
2008 Spahn et al. (2008)
P13 Ontology-driven conceptual design of ETL processes using
graph transformations
2009 Skoutas et al. (2009)
P14 An ETL process for OLAP using RDF/OWL ontologies 2009 Niinimäki andNiemi (2009)
P15 Multidimensional integrated ontologies: a framework for
designing semantic data warehouses
2009 Nebot et al. (2009)
P16 Representation of conceptual ETL designs in natural lan-
guage using SemanticWeb technology
2019 Simitsis et al. (2010)
P17 A framework for multidimensional design of data ware-
houses from ontologies Romero and Abelló (2010)
2010 Simitsis et al. (2010)
P18 A methodology and tool for conceptual designing a data
warehouse from ontology-based sources
2010 Khouri and Ladjel (2010)
P19 A domain ontology approach in the ETL process of data
warehousing
2010 Jiang et al. (2010)
20 GEM: requirement-driven generation of ETL andmultidi-
mensional conceptual designs
2011 Romero et al. (2011)
P21 A semantic approach to ETL technologies 2011 Bergamaschi et al. (2011)
P22 A framework for business intelligence application using
ontological classification
2011 Martin et al. (2011)
P23 Building data warehouses with semantic web data 2012 Nebot and Berlanga (2012)
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TABLE 6 Continuation of the Table Resumen.
ID Study Title Year Source
P24 Ontology-based structuredweb data warehouses for sus-
tainable interoperability: requirement modeling, design
methodology and tool
2012 Selma et al. (2012)
P25 Adding Semantics to Business Intelligence: Towards a
Smarter Generation of Analytic Tools
2012 Sell et al. (2012)
P26 An ontology based hybrid approach to derivemultidimen-
sional schema for data warehouse
2012 Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2012)
P27 QB4OLAP: a new vocabulary for OLAP cubes on the se-
mantic web
2012 Etcheverry and Vaisman (2012)
P28 A tool for datawarehousemultidimensional schema design
using ontology
2013 Thenmozhi and Vivekanandan (2013)
P29 Using schema matching in data transformation for ware-
housing web data
2013 Ali et al. (2013)
P30 Requirements driven data warehouse design: We can go
further
2014 Khouri et al. (2014)
P31 Toward an ontology based approach for data warehousing 2014 Elamin and Feki (2014)
P32 AutomatedCreating aDataWarehouse fromUnstructured
Semantic Data
2014 Talebzadeh et al. (2014)
P33 TripletDependencyViewsofUniversityDataWarehousing
Towards Decision Support System
2014 Ramasamy and Palanivel (2014)
P34 Towards a data warehouse fed with web services 2014 Samuel (2014)
P35 An Ontology-Driven Personalization Approach for Data
Warehouse Exploitation
2014 El Sarraj et al. (2014)
P36 Academic data warehouse design using a hybrid methodol-
ogy
2015 Di et al. (2015)
P37 Using semantic web technologies for exploratory OLAP: a
survey
2015 Abelló et al. (2015)x
P38 Incremental checking ofMaster DataManagementmodel
based on contextual graphs
2015 Lamolle et al. (2015)
P39 Judgment and analysis rules for ontology-driven compara-
tive data analysis in data warehouses
2015 Steiner et al. (2015)
P40 Statistically-driven generation of multidimensional analyti-
cal schemas from linked data
2016 Nebot and Berlanga (2016)
P41 DesigningMultidimensionalCubes fromWarehousedData
and LinkedOpenData
2016 Ravat et al. (2016)
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TABLE 7 Summary and contributions of each analyzed study.
ID Summary Contribution
P01 This paper discusses integration aspects within enterprise knowledge
portals and presents anOLAP-based approach for communicating the
user context (revealing the user’s information need) among portlets,
utilizing SemanticWeb technologies.
A prototype to evaluate the ap-
proach, demonstrating howOLAP
can be integrated with information
retrieval.
P02 This paper proposes an approach, which aims at integrating business
semantics into analytical tools by providing semantic descriptions of
exploratory functionalities and available services..
An architecture for business intel-
ligence, which uses SemanticWeb
technologies based on IRS-III. In ad-
dition, a prototype tool based on
this architecture.
P03 This paper argues that ontologies constitute a suitable model for the
purpose of establishing the appropriate mappings between the at-
tributes of the data sources and the attributes of the data warehouse
tables, which is critical in specifying the required transformations in
an ETLworkflow. The authors show how the usage of ontologies can
enable a high degree of automation regarding the construction of an
ETL design.
There are several contributions of
this paper: (1) construction of a do-
main vocabulary; (2) annotation of
the data stores; (3) generation of a
domain ontology; and (iv) genera-
tion of conceptual ETL design.
P04 This paper discusses the process of identifying metadata model re-
quirements, defining a newmetadata model and finally implementing
it in a metadata schema. The paper describes the implementation
of the metadata model based on the metadata standards Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and RDF Schema (RDFS).
A newmetadata model using RDF
and RDFS for a data warehouse en-
vironment that fulfills the needs of
an industrial setting. In addition,
the implementation of themodel in
a real-world scenario.
P05 This paper proposes an ontology-based approach to facilitate the
conceptual design of the integration layer of a data warehouse. The
proposed approach is based on the use of SemanticWeb technologies
to semantically annotate the data sources and the data warehouse, so
that mappings between them can be inferred, thereby resolving the
issue of heterogeneity in data integration..
A graph-based representation,
which is used as a conceptual
model for the datastores. In
addition, a suitable application
ontology is created and used to
annotate the data stores.
P06 This paper presents an approach for data source integration in OLAP
scenarios, based on RDF and other SemanticWeb technologies.
An OWL/RDF ontology for OLAP
data sources and OLAP cubes. In
addition, they provide a prototype
for testing the approach.
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TABLE 8 Continuation of the Table Summary (I)
ID Summary Contribution
P07 This paper presents a methodology to develop a data warehouse
(based onmultidimensional modeling) by integrating all three devel-
opment approaches such as supply-driven, goal-driven and demand-
driven.
An ontology embedded with spe-
cific knowledge domain. The ontol-
ogy aims to identify the semantics
of the domain. In addition, a proto-
type is developed.
P08 This paper describes a framework which encompasses the entire data
integration process. They deal with the problem of assisting in the
process of designing information systems based on DWand the inclu-
sion of new data sources, since it may involve re-designing the scheme
of DW.
An ontology-based model to sup-
port the data integration process.
P09 This paper presents a framework called SBI (Semantic Business Intel-
ligence) in which applied ontologies are used for the description of
business rules and concepts in order to support semantic-analytical
functionalities that extend traditional OLAP operations..
An analytical tool, called Extracta,
which relies on SBI ontologies and
modules.
P10 This paper proposes a novel model for semantic annotation of a data
warehouse schema that takes into account domain ontologies as well
as amathematical ontology.
An ontology, which describes math-
ematical formulas underlying ele-
ments of the data cube schema, in-
cluding the semantics of operators
as the basis for OLAP analysis.
P11 This paper describes a spatio-temporal extension of an ontology lan-
guagewhich facilitates the generation of the scheme of a data ware-
house as well as the design of the processes which extract, transform
and load (ETL) the data from the sources in the data warehouse ac-
cording to the temporal characteristics of the data sources.
An ontolgy-based model to deal
with the data sources schemes inte-
gration problem.
P12 This paper presents an ontology-based architecture and end-user tool,
enabling easy data access and query creation for business users. The
approach is based on a semantic middleware integrating data from
heterogeneous information systems and providing a comprehensible
datamodel in the form of a business level ontology (BO).
An ontology-based architecture
and an end-user tool: Semantic
Query Designer (SQD).
P13 This paper proposes a customizable and extensible ontology-driven
approach for the conceptual design of ETL processes.
A graph-based representation for
the source and target data stores,
and amethod for devising flows of
ETL operations bymeans of graph
transformations.
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TABLE 9 Continuation of the Table Summary (II)
ID Summary Contribution
P14 This paper presents amethod for on-demand construction of OLAP
cubes based on relational algebra. The authors combine Semantic
Web andOLAP, resulting in amethod of creating a fully functional tool
for data analysis.
A method and an ontology-based
tool that works as a user interface
for the system, from design to ac-
tual analysis.
P15 This paper proposes the Semantic DataWarehouse to be a repository
of ontologies and semantically annotated data resources. In addition,
an ontology-driven framework to design multidimensional analysis
models for Semantic DataWarehouses is proposed.
An ontology-driven framework to
design multidimensional analysis
models for Semantic Data Ware-
houses.
P16 This paper provides amethod for the representation of a conceptual
ETL design as a narrative, which is themost natural means of commu-
nication and does not require particular technical skills or familiarity
with any specificmodel.
A flexible and customizable
template-basedmechanism for the
representation of the ETL design
as a narrative.
P17 This paper presents a user-centered approach to support the end-user
requirements elicitation and the data warehouse multidimensional
design tasks.This proposal is based on a reengineering process that
derives themultidimensional schema from a conceptual formalization
of the domain.
A user-centered approach to sup-
port the end-user requirements
elicitation and the data warehouse
multidimensional design tasks.
P18 This paper proposes a conceptual designmethodology of data ware-
houses from data residing in various ontology-based databases that
takes into account sources and decisionmaker requirements.
A methodology and a case tool,
called S2RWC, supporting this pro-
posal.
P19 This paper introduces anontologymodel to integrate semantic hetero-
geneous data through ETL process for data warehouse development.
A domain ontology is introduced into ETL process of finding the data
sources, defining the rules of data transformation, and eliminating the
heterogeneity.
An ontology-basedmethod to elim-
inate data heterogeneity so as to
support the development of data
warehouses.
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20 This paper presents a system called GEM (Generating ETL andMul-
tidimensional designs). GEM starts with a set of source data stores
and business requirements (e.g., business queries, service level agree-
ments (SLAs)) and based on these, it produces a multidimensional
design for the target data stores, along with a set of ETL operations
required for the population of the target data warehouse.
A system that facilitates the pro-
duction of ETL and multidimen-
sional designs, starting froma set of
business requirements and source
data stores. Additionally, some
novel algorithms finding and vali-
dating an ontology subset as amul-
tidimensional schema, and identify-
ing ETL operators at the same time.
P21 This paper provides support for ETL by proposing a tool that: (1) al-
lows the semi-automatic definition of inter-attribute semantic map-
pings, by identifying the parts of the data source schemaswhich are
related to the data warehouse schema, thus supporting the extraction
process; and (2) groups the attribute values semantically related thus
defining a transformation function for populating with homogeneous
values the data warehouse.
A ETL tool that couples and ex-
tends the functionalities of two
previously developed systems: the
MOMIS integration system and the
RELEVANT data analysis system.
P22 This paper proposes to consider theWeb as an information repository.
Since retrieving specific information from theweb is challenging, an
ontological model is developed to capture specific information by
usingweb semantics. From the ontologymodel, the relations between
the data aremined using decision trees.
An ontologymodel and an architec-
ture for business intelligence.
P23 This paper presents an approach for efficiently analyzing and explor-
ing large amounts of semantic data by combining the inference power
from the annotation semantics with the analysis capabilities provided
byOLAP-style aggregations, navigation, and reporting.
A semi-automatic method to dy-
namically build multidimensional
models from semantic data guided
by the user requirements. In ad-
dition, two novel algorithms are
presented to dynamically create
dimension hierarchies complying
with OLAP properties from the
taxonomic relations of domain on-
tologies for multidimensional mod-
els generated with the previous
method.
P24 This paper presents amethodology for designing data warehousing
applications from various sources by using ontologies. Each source
has its local ontology referencing (and specialize/extend) a global one.
A new classification of data ware-
house design methods showing
their convergence to ontology-
base conceptualisation. In addition,
a methodology for designing data
warehouses from ontology-based
databases and users’ requirements
supported by a case tool.
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P25 This paper presents an integrated Semantic Business Intelligence (SBI)
architecture for analytical tools. The architecture is supported by
business semantics that, in turn, are applied to contextualize the orga-
nizations’ resources (i.e. logic, data sources and services).
An ontology for business intelli-
gence, which supplies the business
terminology used to enable data
sources annotation. In addition, a
business intelligence architecture,
which is supported by a tool.
P26 This paper proposes a framework that uses an ontology for the design
of multidimensional models. The framework uses a hybrid approach
where the reconciliation of requirements and data source are done at
the early stage of design. An ontology reasoning is adopted in order
to automatically derivemultidimensional elements such as facts and
dimensions.
A comprehensive framework using
a hybrid methodology to derive a
multidimensional model frommul-
tiple ontology sources based on re-
quirements. In addition, a set of on-
tologymatching algorithms tomap
requirements with sources.
P27 This paper proposes a new vocabulary, denotedQB4OLAP, which ex-
tends QB vocabulary (RDF data cube vocabulary fromW3) to fully
support OLAPmodels and operators. This provides algorithms that
build the QB4OLAP structures needed to analyze observations al-
ready published using QB, and vice versa.
A new vocabulary, which extends
QB to fully support OLAP models
and operators. In addition, some al-
gorithms that build the structures
that allow performing both kinds
of analysis, and show compatibility
betweenQB andQB4OLA.
P28 This paper presents an ontology-driven tool which helps to automati-
cally derive the conceptual model and logical model for the data ware-
house from a data source and business requirements.
Main contributions are: (1) rep-
resentation of requirements for-
mally using data warehousing re-
quirement ontology; (2) automat-
ically derivingmultidimensional el-
ements present in the data source
ontology; (3) ontology-based data
warehouse schema design tool de-
velopment.
P29 This paper proposes a semi-automatic approach to support the
schemamapping transformation process. This approach is based on
the use a XML Schema representation ofWeb data and the existing
warehouse schema.
A warehousing Web data extrac-
tion framework. In addition, some
rules to transformWeb data into a
data warehouse.
P30 This paper proposes an explicit requirements engineering phase in
data warehouse development, which is goal-oriented.
A goal-oriented approach to de-
velop data warehouses.
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P31 This paper presents an ontology- based hybrid approach for data
warehouse design consisting in three main steps: (1) building mul-
tidimensional models based on business requirements; (2) building
multidimensional models from an operational data source; and (3)
matching the two sets of schemas to produce a datawarehousemodel
that agrees to user and data source simultaneously.
A comparative study involving
some research works tackling the
data warehouse design process. In
addition, an ontology- based hybrid
approach for the data warehouse
design and a framework to produce
a data warehousemodel.
P32 This paper proposes a solution for automated creating a data ware-
house from unstructured semantic data using ontology. An algorithm
for creating a data warehouse from semantic data by using ontology
is presented.
An algorithm can create the de-
sired data warehouse automati-
cally and store the available data
from an ontologyOWL or RDF.
P33 This paper presents three-tier perspectives of the educational data
warehousing to abstract ontologies from structural metadata of rela-
tional databases which are the resultant of ETL processing as well as
generating reports from the data re-fined from the ETL processing.
An ontology-based approach to
build an educational data ware-
house.
P34 This paper presents a prototype named DaWeS (Data warehouse
fed with Web Services) and explores how ETL using the mediation
approach benefits this trade-off for enterprises with complex data
warehousing requirements. The goal of this study is to investigate and
devise an approach to address the trade-off between scalability and
adaptability in large scale integration with numerous ever-evolving
web services.
A prototype to use DaWeS in the
business analytics subject. In addi-
tion, some optimization heuristics.
P35 This paper presents anOntology-drivenPersonalization System (OPS)
based on three connected ontologies: domain ontology, data ware-
house ontology and resources ontology. OPS return a set of person-
alized resources search based on users’ domain and his recurring
interests.
An architecture of the “ontology-
driven personalization system” and
the use-cases supported by this
system. In addition, a methodol-
ogy used to develop the knowledge
base of the personalization system.
P36 This paper presents the architecture of a business intelligence system
for academic organizations. Then, It is illustrated the design process
of the data warehouse devoted to the analysis of the main factors
affecting the importance and the quality level of every university,
such as the evaluation of the research and the education. The design
process is basedon ahybridmethodology that is largely automatic and
relies on an ontological approach for the integration of the different
data sources.
A hybrid methodology. In addi-
tion the design of an academic data
warehouse and a research data
mart.
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P37 The paper first presents a characterization of OLAP environments,
followed by an introduction to the relevant SemanticWeb foundation
concepts. Then, it describes the relationship ofmultidimensional mod-
els and SemanticWeb technologies. Next, the paper goes on to survey
the use of Semantic Web technologies for data modeling and data
provisioning, including semantic data annotation and semantic-aware
ETL processes. Finally, all the findings are discussed and a number of
directions for future research are outlined.
A survey to categorize how Seman-
tic Web technologies have been
applied to solve the new require-
ments of exploratory OLAP sys-
tems. In addition, future challenges
are identified.
P38 An incremental validationmethod based onmodel driven engineering
is used to develop aMaster DataManagement system represented
by XML Schemamodels. To do so, authors define an abstraction layer
using UML class diagrams. The validation method aims to minimise
themodel errors and to optimise the process of model checking.
A validationmodel developed in Ar-
goUML IDE.
P39 This paper presents a conceptual modelling of judgement and analysis
rules together with their organisation andmultidimensional contextu-
alisation in rule families, explain different rule evaluation strategies,
and briefly report on the implementation of the approach in order to
detect multidimensional elements andOLAP operations.
A metamodel for the representa-
tion of comparative multidimen-
sional ontologies, including com-
parative scores, comparative con-
cepts, and comparative cubes. In
addition, a modelling of judgement
and analysis rules, their organisa-
tion in rule families, their special-
isation along subsumption hierar-
chies of comparative concepts, and
their contextualised evaluation ac-
cording to different rule evaluation
strategies.
P40 This paper presents an automatic approach to generate useful mul-
tidimensional model analytical patterns from Linked Data sources.
Multidimensional patterns are based on the semantics of the data.
Mappings from multidimensional
models to a statistical layer on top
of Linked Data sources. In addition,
a statistical framework to discover
multidimensional patterns in an au-
tomatic way.
P41 This paper provides a new multidimensional model, named Unified
Cube,which offers a generic representation for bothwarehouseddata
and LinkedOpenData at the conceptual level. A two-stage process is
proposed to build a UnifiedCube according to decision-makers’ needs.
As a first step, schemas published with specific modeling languages
are transformed into a common conceptual representation. The sec-
ond step is to associate together related data to form aUnified Cube
containing all useful information about an analysis subject.
A generic modelling solution,
named Unified Cube, for both
warehoused data and LinkedOpen
Data. In addition, a process to
build a Unified Curve. Moreover,
a high-level declarative language
is provided to enable non-expert
users to define the relevance
between data according to their
analysis needs.
